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This is a contest month and I encourage all to bring out their best to be laid at
the alter of the Model Kings to be judged and critiqued. I also encourage any
projects in the works or any new kits that have been acquired and you would like
to share then please feel free to bring them.
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Club Dues
IPMS US members:
$12 Non-IPMS US members:
$15 Juniors: $5
Web Site :
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Face Painting and the Fourth
By: Ian P. Dow
Gentleman,
Since starting the newsletter at the beginning of the year I have tried to spotlight most model categories and a
little tip or trick to go along with it. Not to be left out of the rotation I decided to add a figure review or more
specifically a figure bust. I know that not many in the group work with figures but I think a lot of it comes from it
being a difficult subject to master. I enjoy painting figures and after doing it for several years only consider
myself a novice at it when seeing the work of some of the very talented painters. The reason for discussing this
months review is that I will encourage my fellow modelers to try a subject they dont usually do. Not that I have
not encouraged this before, but if you have an interest in adding a figure to your model but find them to
difficult to paint, then maybe starting with a bigger figure or a bust will help in establishing the skills necessary
to paint smaller figures. I personally find figure painting as exciting and frustrating as all the other forms of
modeling.
I would also like to extend a post Happy Fourth of July salutation. I was planning on having this out a couple
days ago and it would have been a "Hope everyone has a Happy Fourth", but I have been traveling for work and
I currently have both my brother and sister in from out of town and time keeps slipping away. So with that in
mind I will bid everyone a continued safe, happy and healthy holiday and I will see everyone on Tuesday. Again
a reminder that it is contest month.

Ian
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German Gibirgsjager in WWII from Man-Jin Miniatures in
1/10 scale
By: Stelios Demiras

This is a brief review from a member of
Planet
Figure on a bust of a German
Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness
Gebirgsjager.
Hello friends,
I have in my hands the first release from the new
company of the well know Master Painter ManJin Kim, Man-Jin Miniatures. It is a bust of a
German Gebirgsjager, WWII in 1/10 scale. It is
casted in High Quality Resin (19 pieces). Also
included two metal rod for the rings. Almost
ready to paint. The only thing that you need to
do is to remove the molding blocks with a small
razor or sharp knife. There are no molding lines
or air bubbles!!! Very impressive! I like very
much the surface of this grey resin and the
sculpting of Carl!!! Take a look at the following
photos for more information and personal
evaluation. For orders or inquiries please visit
the site: www.mj-miniatures.co.kr.
Title: German Gebirgsjager in WWII
Code: MJ10-001
Size: 180mm
Scale: 1/10
Scuptor: Carl Reid
Box Art: Man-Jin Kim
Pieces: 19 High Quality Resin including the
small pedestal and
one 0.6mm enameled wire (20cm)
one 1.0mm steel wire (20cm)
Packaging: Very Strong Carton Box
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Painting Eyes
By: Gothicgeeks

One of the biggest problems people have with figures is trying to paint the eyes. This is the main reason that a
face
looks
or not.inIfModeling
you canMadness
paint an eyeball then the rest will be easier. This tutorial by Gothicgeeks is
Reviewed
byrealistic
:Johnny Seaman
a simple way to learn the basics of painting eyeballs and can be mastered with practiced. I have often painted
eyes on paper first just to practice the technique. It is not an easy skill to learn but with patience and practice it
can be mastered, or at least become proficient.
Ian
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A. Grey primer ( my choice, any colour will do )
B. block in the eyeball Just get a nice solid base colour down, I use Vallejo Light Flesh )
C. Block in the top lid and the basic shape of the iris ( I use Burnt Umber for this )
D. Block in the base colour.
E. Add a lighter version of the base colour.
F. Lighter still.
G. Lightest colour at the bottom of the eye.
H. Add the pupil. ( this is a make or break stage, make sure they are looking at the same
point and you can set the character of your face. Tiny pupils will give the classic "nutter"
look while too large will give it a "cute" look. )
I. Add some pink along the line of the lower lid and the eyeball and especially into the
tear duct.
J. Tidy up the lower lid with your basic face color.
K. The lower lid forms a tiny "shelf" and lies almost horizontal so use your very lightest
flash colour along it. ( I always paint that line in the base eyeball ) color.
L. Tidy the top lid up. ( the top lid forms an overhang so needs to be in shadow, but the
eyelid is thin, the lashes add some depth so just what looks right )
That's the basic eye finished and the next potential disaster area looms ... catch lights or
point highlights... Urgh!
M, N and O are the same image from step L. just with different styles of point highlights.
Bear in mind head wear as a broad brim will change the look of them to almost tiny
dashes, Google images if your unsure or take a picture of your own. And keep them in
the top half of the eye to balance the light coloured iris in the bottom half.
I hope this is useful to some of you and remember you can paint it again if it goes wrong.
Happy painting
Gothicgeek
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Updated Show Schedule for the 2014-2015 Modeling Season.

Currently Approved Region IV Contest Dates Through 2015
Updated 6.01.14

Start
08/06/2014
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
04/10/2015
04/30/2015
05/02/2015
05/30/2015
07/22/2015
09/19/2015

End
08/09/2014
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
04/11/2015
05/02/2015
05/02/2015
05/30/2015
07/25/2015
09/19/2015

Chapter
IPMS/USA 2014 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
NWVMM
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers
Kalamazoo Scale Modelers / West Michigan Scale Modelers
Erie Scale Modelers
Cincinnati Scale Modelers
Lorain County
John H Glenn / Western Reserve
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers Free Swap Meet
Mid-Michigan
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
*AMPS International Convention
Warren
Toledo
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)
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City/Area
Hampton, VA
Dayton, OH
Shinnston, WV
Sharon, PA
Kalamazoo, MI
Erie, PA
Cincinnati, OH
Lorain, OH
Cleveland, OH
Sharon, PA
Bay City, MI
Dayton, OH
Auburn, IN
Detroit, MI
Toledo, OH
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
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Contest Corner
By: Bill D Plenty

1. Bob Blevins
Harley Davidson Fat Boy

3. Travis Blevins
Gray Knight.
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2. Jeff Edge
SeaHund

4. John Kesner
Swimwagen
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5. Ian Dow
Hetzer 38-T

7. Tim Howell
1994 Mustang Cobra Pacecar
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6. Ian Dow
ASG-90 SPG

8. Tim Howell
F350 Ford Dualie Pick-Up
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May Contest Results
1. Bob Blevins
Harley Davidson Fat Boy.................10 points

Model of the Year Standings
Ian Dow

22 points

Tim Howell

14 points

Jeff Edge

12 points

Bob Blevins

10 points

John Kesner

7 points

Jerry Fraske

4 points

Travis Blevins

4 points

George Smith

4 points

Rick Forys

3 points

2. Jeff Edge
SeaHund..........................................6 points
3. Travis Blevins
Gray Knight......................................4 points
4. John Kesner
Swimwagen.....................................3 points
5. Ian Dow
Hetzer 38-T.....................................2 point
6. Ian Dow
ASG-90 SPG..................................1 point
7. Tim Howell
1994 Mustang Cobra Pacecar........1 point
8. Tim Howell
F350 Ford Dualie Pick-Up...............1 point
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How Time Flies for IPMS Livonias Young Modeler
By: Carpe Diem

Travis in his Graduation Uniform
before heading off to the
Acedemic Front.

Travis shows the crowd that he is more than a pretty face by being
an overachiever as well.

The
cake
speaks
for
itself.
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The photographic montage to young Travis showed
our hero from the young years through the
present.

Not only is Travis a playa academically he also knows
how to get the attention of the ladies.

All joking aside I along with the rest of the IPMS Livonia
group would like to congratulate young Travis on so
many academic and modeling achievements that he
has accomplished in his life so far. I know he will go on
to do great things and he should thank his parents for
all the time and effort they have spent making him the
man he is.
Best of Luck to all your endeavors.
IPMS Livonia.

I think our young student figured out
how to grow a candy bar money
tree. This boy will go far.
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Mess Hall
By: Grunty the Magic Pig

Gazpacho
Gazpacho" is cool, refreshing and flavorful start to a meal on a hot summer day. This soup is eaten often in the southern part of Spain
called Andalusia, the region from which is originates. Eat gazpacho from a soup bowl, or drink it from a glass. Either way, it is tasty,
refreshing and very healthy, since it is made from nothing but fresh vegetables and a bit of oil and vinegar. During the hot weather, do
what the Spaniards do - Make a batch of gazpacho and keep it in a glass pitcher in the refrigerator for whenever you need a cool drink.

Prep Time: 30 minutes
Chill: 1 hour
Total Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes
Yield: 6 Servings
Ingredients:
3 lb. ripe tomatoes, peeled, seeded, coarsely chopped













2 slices of white bread, crust removed
2 cucumbers, peeled, seeded, coarsely chopped
1 small red onion, coarsely chopped
3 cloves of garlic, minced
2 green bell peppers (or any sweet green pepper)
6 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
3 tablespoons red wine vinegar
salt to taste
Garnish:
1 tsp each of cucumber and green pepper, finely chopped
3-4 croutons (optional)

Preparation:
Soak the bread in a small amount (few tablespoons) of water. Gently remove and “squeeze” dry.
Tip: The easiest way to peel tomatoes is to boil water in a medium saucepan. As soon as water boils, turn off heat and
place the tomatoes into the hot water for 1 minute. Carefully remove hot tomatoes. The skin will rub off easily.
Place the tomatoes, bread, cucumbers, onions, garlic and peppers in a blender. Blend until the mixture is smooth. All
the ingredients may not fit at one time, so you may have to fill the blender several times.
Once gazpacho is completely blended, pour it into a large non-metallic bowl. Stir in the oil and vinegar. Add salt and
pepper to taste. Mix well, cover and refrigerate for at least 1 hour.
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